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The Vertex Standard Difference
Land Mobile Radio Capabilities



Complete Dedication to Radio Communications
Founded 1956, Vertex Standard has a rich history in radio communications and technology and has maintained a 
focused commitment to delivering quality radio communications equipment that supports business productivity 
and public safety worldwide. This relentless commitment has yielded differentiated solutions to offer more 
choices in land mobile technology. 

Commitment to Quality 
and Continuous Improvement
Vertex Standard manufacturing and operations are certified to ISO9001:2000 and 
ISO14001:2004 standards to ensure consistent and effective product quality and 
environmental standards are met. Attaining these disciplined standards means process 
management is a priority to ensure proper infrastructure, resources, equipment and 

monitoring processes are implemented and enhanced as needed.  

Japanese Innovation and Design
Each year, Vertex Standard invests more than 5% of its total sales to research and development and state-
of-the-art production technology.  This investment, combined with Vertex Standard’s highly experienced 
engineering team based in Tokyo, Japan trained in the latest manufacturing technology, has yielded unique 
solutions in the design and quality of every Vertex Standard radio produced – from compact sizes to 
enhanced features offered in every radio tier.

One example of Vertex Standard’s unique solutions is producing the world’s smallest, submersible 
P25 portable radio built with more enhanced features typically not found in other radios of this size. 
Designed to perform in the most demanding and critical conditions, you get maximum radio performance 
and flexible communication options to meet your needs.

Responding to Business Needs
Vertex Standard products are used throughout the world to support a wide range of communications,  

       from emergency response to industrial and commercial applications including: Public Safety, Government,  
       Education, Manufacturing, Hospitality, Construction, Healthcare, and more.
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Our number one goal is achieving superior 
customer satisfaction by delivering products 
and services that exceed your expectations.

VX-P820 Series 

Smallest 
submersible 
P25 radios

Reliable Products Built To Last
Vertex Standard stands behind every radio and is proud to ensure total customer satisfaction. All products 
are tested to meet rigorous Military Specifications and Ingress Protection (IP) standards for water, dust, 
shock, pressure, temperature and solar radiation tolerances. These rigorous test procedures ensure the 
radio you use is built to last and performs the way you need.  

Feature-Rich Solutions
With a focused commitment to manufacturing products with the ultimate in features and quality, Vertex Standard 
radios are carefully designed to help you achieve a maximum return on investment. The company’s resolve to 
this commitment ensures you get the radio solution you need without paying more than you want. 

 • Emergency signaling solutions built-in most radios for user safety
 • Durable designs to withstand harsh environments
 • Voice encryption options built-in most radios for secure communication
 • Compact designs that eliminate material waste in production and reduce total product cost  

Value-Driven Performance
Customers who use Vertex Standard radios recognize the total value they receive in quality and cost savings. 
With an exceptional combination of engineering expertise, robust performance and radio reliability, discover the 
difference you can realise in quality communications that Vertex Standard delivers. Vertex Standard two-way 
radios are not only built to last, but built to maximise your return on investment. 
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Get quality 
radios 

for 
maximum 

cost 
performance.


